We estimate climate warming related 21st century changes of moisture transports from the 5 descending into the ascending regions in the tropics. Unlike previous studies which employ 6 time and space averaging, we here use homogeneous high horizontal and vertical resolution 7 data from an IPCC-AR4 climate model. This allows for estimating changes in much greater 8 detail, e.g. the estimation of the distribution of ascending and descending regions, changes 9 in the vertical profile and separating changes of the inward and outward transports. We 10 found low level inward and mid-level outward moisture transports of the convective regions 11 in the tropics increase in a simulated anthropogenically warmed climate as compared to a 12 simulated 20th century atmosphere, indicating an intensification of the hydrological cycle.
Introduction
two-staged approach for calculating the moisture transports:
• in model results of both, C20 and C21, we identified regions of ascending and of 74 descending ω and defined the boundary separating both
75
• in model results of both, C20 and C21, we identified U, V, humidity and pressure at 76 each level along the boundary and calculated the moisture transport 77 This method has been adapted from an earlier study applying re-analysis data (Zahn 78 and Allan 2011) and is described in more detail in the following subsections.
79

Definition of Ascending and Descending regions and of the boundary in between 80
To define ascending and descending regions at each grid cell in the tropical region between
81
−30
• and 30
• latitude the sum of the vertical wind motion ω of the lower and middle part of 
123
Despite a bias in the absolute numbers, the modeled profiles agree well with the re-analysis 124 based ones. All of them correspond well with expected moisture transports, which follow the
125
Hadley circulation pattern and are directed towards ASC at the lower levels, and outwards
126
at the mid-levels. i.e. model time steps of C20 and C21 ( Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) ). Their change over the pro-189 jected century of warming is shown in Fig. 6 transport events increase at a greater rate (Fig. 7) , resulting in greater precipitation rates 199 during these extreme events.
200
Influence of changing wind and humidity
201
The moisture transports depend on two measures, the wind vectors and the atmospheric The situation is different for the wind. We here use a measure for the wind circula- (Fig. 9) . The situation at the northern boundary is more complex and the me-225 dian (50% percentile) is only slightly above 0.
227
Generally the southern boundary inward transports dominate those at the northern 228 boundary by far, which may be due to the distribution of land-sea mass across the globe.
229
Northern boundaries of ASC are much more likely to be situated over land than the south- There may be an influence of the latitude ASC is located at since regions closer to the 243 equator are normally warmer and thus air does carry more moisture here, allowing for larger 244 moisture transports. We found large changes of the frequency a particular grid box be-245 longs to ASC in the two experiments, ASC i and ASC m , with minor changes in few areas 246 only (white in Fig. 10(a) ). The changes are about three times more distinct for ASC m .
247
Along the equatorial oceans spans an area of increasing likelihood to belonging to ASC, This may be illustrated by the transports for the example field in Fig. 1(a 
